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Abstract
The dielectrophoretic cell separation and the underlying electro-hydrodynamics is studied
in the light of a single biological particle in a simplified geometry of electrodes. We propose
and test a hypothesis related to the electro-rotation and preferential motion of cells observed
in experiments. This work investigates the scaling of the forces and displacements to test
the hypothesis and attempts a theoretical explanation of rotational motion. The phenomena
of electro-rotation observed in experiments and bio-medical devices have been only used to
answer how the rotation occurs. We present a scaling analysis of the electro-rotation and
explore its influence on the trajectory in a simplified domain.
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Introduction

Controlling and understanding the dynamics of small particulates in the size range from approximately one micron (10−6 m) up to one millimeter (10−3 m) have gained interest due
to applications in packed and fluidized bed reactors, powder coating machines, electrostatic
precipitators, electronic chip design and more recently characterization, handling and manipulations of cells, viruses and DNA molecules for bio-medical science and engineering. It is now
well-established to manipulate and control sub-micron particle using electrokinetics and dielectrophoresis [1], [2]. On one side, these methods are applied to calculate dielectric properties of
cells or biological species of interest and form a library of cell’s electrical parameters and thus
on theoretical interest. While on the other hand, the knowledge of the dielectric properties are
extensively required to manipulate and isolate cells for bio-medical devices which is of interest
from an application aspect.
Dielectrophoresis(DEP), the motion of a particle due to its polarization in the presence of a
non-uniform electric field, has been used to manipulate biological cells including fluid mixing,
separation, enrichment, detection and to calculate specific electrical properties. The DEP force
is dependent on, as we will discuss later, the volume of the particle, the polarizability of the
suspending medium, the dielectric properties of the particle and the gradient of the electric
field. Further more, the direction of the DEP force is a governing mechanism in the applications
where by a positive DEP implies particles are attracted to electric field intensity maxima and
repelled from minima and vice-versa for negative DEP. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1
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as particles show distinct motion depending on the whether DEP is positive or negative. The
dielectrophoretic force can either be positive or negative depending on the applied frequency
of the electric field and the electrical properties of the cell. Hence the particles which are
more polarizable than the surrounding medium is attracted towards the stronger field and the
particles with low polarizability are directed away from the stronger field region.
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Figure 1: Schematic showing the concept of using dielectrophoresis for isolating cells with
different dielectric properties[3]
Although the primary mechanism is based on the dielectric properties of the cells, the system under analysis involves other physics like hydro-dynamics, Brownian motion, rigid body
rotation, joule heating. From the perspective of applications, the magnitude and direction of
these forces are numerically simulated, experimentally tested or analytically solved for a specific geometry. The literature [4] and [5] from this point of view deal with characterizing all
the forces and torques for patterning, manipulation and isolation of biological cells in aqueous
medium. In the full scale model, this is considered as the dynamics of a elastic body with a
some dielectric signature which is experiencing electro-hydrodynamical forces. In other side
of the literature, there are application oriented approaches [6], [7], [8], [9], [3] which deal with
electrode configuration, characterizing and distinguishing specific cell types based on dielectrophoresis. In the experiments performed in [10], three important features of a cell’s motion
in dielectrophoretic system was noticed. Repulsion of the cells from the electrodes, stirring of
the dielectric fluid and the rotation of the cells about an axis through their centers.
Amongst all the forces that are encountered in a typical dielectrophoretic system, the most
puzzling phenomena is that of cell rotation [10]. In this context the cells spin about an axis
normal to the electric field lines. The work in [10] provides evidence that the rate of rotation is
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dependent on the applied frequency of the field and the conductivity of the particle. The work
in [10] presents it to be useful for differentiating cells based on age as they have different rotative
responses. One of the possible causes provided in the literature is that of charge transfer process
but a scale smaller that at which rotation is observed. In a recent study [11], self-rotation of
cells in an irrotational AC electric field is reported and is hypothesized to be due to the uneven
distribution of mass in cells.
Although numerous studies are undertaken to clarify the cause of cell rotation and its dependence on dielectric properties of the system, yet no rigorous analytical explanation has
been proposed to characterize the dynamics of cells due to rotational motion. Rotation can
substantially affect the flow streamlines pattern around the suspending objects in fluid. Any
change in pressure distribution as a result of change in streamlines will affect the trajectory of
cells. This phenomenon, known as Magnus effect, is extensively studied at macro-scale to explain commonly observed deviations from the typical trajectories or paths of spherical objects.
However, whether rotation can justify preferential motions of cells in electrical fields with symmetric geometries at micro-scale [6] is still unanswered. Accurate prediction of cells trajectories
are of fundamental importance in contactless dielectrophoresis where cells are separated and
manipulated due to their dynamical response to the electric field.
In the following work, we suggest to isolate the rotational motion and provide an explanation
for the observed phenomena. In particular, we investigate how rotation contributes to the
particles deviation from their original trajectory at micro-scale. Accordingly, we study the
Magnus effect to provide a sound understanding of the preferential motion of cells in complicated
channels at a micro-scale.
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(a)

Particle dynamics
Dielectrophoresis

The time-average Dielectrophoresis (DEP) force acting on a spherical particle in a non-uniform
electric field is given by
FDEP = 2πεm a3 Re[KCM ]∇(ERM S .ERM S )

(2.1)

where εm is the absolute permittivity of the suspending fluid(DEP buffer), a is the radius of
the particle, Re[KCM ] is the real part of a complex factor given by Eqn. 2.2 in terms of the
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absolute permittivities of the DEP buffer and the particle.
KCM (ω) =

ε∗p − ε∗m
ε∗p + 2ε∗m

(2.2)

where, ε∗ is the complex permittivity defined as
ε∗ = ε −

jσ
ω

ε and ω are the real permittivity and conductivity, respectively with j 2 = −1.
The sign of the real part of Eqn. 2.2 determines the direction of the DEP force on a particle
while the imaginary part determines the electro-rotational torque on the particle. When an
induced dipole sits in a uniform electric field, each charge on the dipole is parallel to the field
and hence experiences a torque. If the direction of the field vector changes, induced dipole
moment vector realigns itself with the field and hence a particle rotation occurs [11]. The time
average torque acting on the particle in a oscillating electric field(A.C) is given by the eqn. 2.3
ΓDEP = −4πεm a3 Im[KCM (ω)]Erms .Erms

(b)

(2.3)

Multishell model

Biological particles are inhomogeneous and are modeled using a multi-shell model to account for
the combined electrical properties of the membrane and the cytoplasm. The Clasius-Mossotti
factor for such a particle is calculated using the effective values of the complex relative permittivity or conductivity. The relative permittivity of a cancer cell is expressed by Eqn. 2.4.
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(2.4)

Drag force

At the small length scales found in microfluidics, viscosity dominates and liquid flow in laminar.
Also for simplicity, we consider the particles to be spherical. Therefore, Stokes flow assumptions
are valid and the hydrodynamic frictional force due to translation, Fdrag , and hydrodynamic
frictional torque due to rotation, Tf , can be computed from the the Stokes’ Law
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Figure 2: Schematic of converting a nucleated cell to a homogeneous sphere with effective
permittivity ε∗p given by 2.4 which involves representing the endoplasm as a topographical feature
followed by a smeared-out cytoplasm surrounded by a membrane of complex permittivities ε∗cyt
and ε∗mem respectively [12]

Fdrag = 6πηa(up − uf )

(2.5)

Tf = 8πηa3 Ω

(2.6)

where η is the viscosity of the medium, a is the particle radius, up is the particle velocity,
uf is the medium velocity, Tf is the induced torque and Ω is the electrorotation rate (rad/s).

(d)

Buoyancy and gravity

For a particle of density ρp suspended in a fluid of density ρf , the buoyant force is given by 2.7.
Fb = v(ρf − ρp )g

(2.7)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and v is the volume of the particle. To a first
order approximation, the velocity due to buoyancy can be estimated as

up ≈ 0.2

d2p ρp g
η

(2.8)

The factor being still smaller in case of biological particles with density close to the dielectrophoretic fluid (or termed as buffer which is an aqueous solution of water and salt). In such
systems, the characteristic time scale of acceleration (≈ 10−6 s) is much smaller than the time
scale of observation in experiments (≈ 100 s). As such, the particles are moving at the terminal
velocity and their inertial acceleration can be neglected. In a full-scale numerical model, the
acceleration of the particle and of the adjacent fluid and the diffusion of vorticity should be
considered [2].
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(e)

Thermal and Brownian

For a single particle, the deterministic displacement should be greater than that due to the
random Brownian motion, to be moving in a deterministic manner during the observation time.
The following equation ( 2.9) approximates the random displacement of a particle with radius
a, at temperature T and during the time period t

√
∆x = 2Dt =

s

kB T
t
3πaη

(2.9)

where kB is Boltzman’s constant. The Brownian effects becomes meaningless compared to
other forces in a dielectrophoretic system especially when the particle size is in the order of
microns.

(f )

Magnus force

Consider a sphere traveling at a velocity V through an oncoming flow as shown in Fig. 3 (a). If
the fluid is viscous, the sphere will experience a drag force. Next, consider a counter-clockwise
spinning sphere traveling at a velocity V through an oncoming flow shown in Fig. 3 (b). Once
again, the sphere will experience a drag force if the fluid is viscous, however, a pressure difference
will emerge as well, resulting in a force normal to the velocity of the sphere. This force is the
cause for the curved motion the sphere and is known as the Magnus force. The magnitude of
the Magnus has the representation given by Eqn. 2.10.

FM = 4πa3 ρf [~
ω × (~up − ~uf )]

(2.10)

where ω
~ is the angular velocity, ~up is the particle velocity, ~uf is the fluid velocity, ρf is the
fluid density, a is the particle radius.

3

Equations of motion

Combining the physics and the assumptions made in Sec. 2, we can write the equations for
the motion of a cell suspended in a dielectric medium with an applied frequency as given by
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Figure 3: Schematic showing the Magnus effect and the resulting rotation of a spherical particle [13]
Eqn. 3.11.

dur
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= FDEP + Fdrag


dt


dut
t
mp
= FM + Fdrag
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dω

= ΓDEP + Tdrag 
Ip
dt

mp

(3.11)

Inertial effects being negligible for such a system, the time derivatives of Eqn. 3.11 becomes
zero and we can obtain a simple model for the translational and rotational velocities as given
by Eqn. 3.12.

FDEP 


6πηa 


FM 
ut =
6πηa 



ΓDEP 


ω=
3
8πηa

ur =

(a)

(3.12)

Electrical field calculations

A simplified electrode configuration is one with a cylindrical symmetry which is practically
a central wire held coaxially inside an outer cylindrical electrode although there also exists
other approximated geometries [14]. In the case of perfect cylindrical symmetry, with the inner
electrode of radius ri at a potential V1 and concentric to a grounded outer one of radius ro , the
potential V at some intermediate radius, ri 6 r 6 ro , from the central axis is:

Vcyl = V1

ln(r/ri )
ln(ri /ro )

For the present study, two coaxial cylinders are considered with positive voltages on the
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inner concentric with a grounded outer cylinder (Fig. 4). The analytical solution for the electric
field is given by Eqn. 3.13.

Ecyl = V1

4

r̂
r ln ro /ri

(3.13)

Results

The numerical values of the variable used in the simulations are defined in Table 1. Numerical
studies were performed to build a time-discretized solution of the system of equations. Two
coaxial cylinders are considered with positive voltage on the inner concentric with a grounded
outer cylinder. The inner cylinder has radius ri = 10µm and the outer has radius ro = 1000µm
as shown in Fig. 4. Electrostatic computations were performed for voltages ranging 40-300 V
applied on the inner cylinder. The applied frequencies vary from 1-100 KHz. Fluid suspending
media (DEP buffer) is characterized in Table 1, and is considered to be at rest. A single
spherical two shell cell, (Table 1), is initially placed at the outer cylinder to be translating
toward the inner cylinder. The electrostatic force due to the electric field drives the particle
in r-direction (invariance along t-axis and z-axis). The particle diameters vary from 15-25 µm,
which correspond to typical size of cancer cells.

Figure 4: Electrode configuration [15] for which the particles are released from the outer boundary

The analyses are based on the following assumptions. The resulting motion is sufficiently
slow so that the Stokesian approximation is valid. To reduce complicated mathematical analysis,
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Table 1: Numerical values of the variables
Notation
ρp
ρ
εmem
εcyt
εb
σb
µb
dp /a
d

Name of the paramter
Density of the particle
Density of the DEP buffer
Relative permittivity of the membrane
Relative permittivity of the cytoplasm
Relative permittivity of DEP buffer
Electrical conductivity of DEP buffer
Dynamic viscosity of DEP buffer
Diameter/radius of particle (cancer cells)
Thickness of the cytoplasm

Numerical value used
1000 kg/m3
1000 kg/m3
10-8
60
80
0.01 S/m
0.001 P a-s
dp = 15 − 20−6 m
5e-9 m

the mass density of the cell is assumed to be approximately equal to that of the suspending
medium (Table. 1). As a result, the gravitational force can be neglected. The time characteristic
of acceleration is smaller than 10−6 s for cells, which is counted as very small time scale compared
to the observation time. The order of time scale in our simulations is 10−4 s. In such case, the
particles can be considered to move at their terminal velocity where the translational force is
balanced by the frictional drag force. Hence, the inertia can be neglected. Furthermore, the
effects of Brownian motion becomes insignificant for the size of the particles at the order of µm.
Therefore, we overlook the Brownian effects in this work.
The equations of motion are independently solved along radial (r-axis) and tangential (taxis) directions. From the knowledge of the force on the sphere, it is then possible to determine
the velocity at each time step. Integration of the equations of motion then yields a trajectory
that describes the position and velocities of the sphere as they vary with time. In r and t
directions, the driving forces are DEP and Magnus force and the resisting forces are the Stokes
drag force projection along r-axis and t-axis, respectively. As pointed out earlier, the Inertial
force is neglected. Therefore, driving and resisting forces are equal at each time step. This
yields identical averaged values over time. For the same reason, only the driving forces (DEP
and Magnus) are illustrated in the figures for comparisons. Besides, the values for inertial forces
produced as a result of the change in velocity are provided in the results, just to re-emphasize
that it is inconsiderable.
Figures 5(a)-5(c) show the effect of varying applied voltage and frequency on DEP, Magnus
and inertia. As is apparent from the figures, both DEP and Magnus force grow up as the voltage
increases from 100V in 5(a) to 300V in 5(c), while the inertia remains negligible for all cases.
This is due to the fact that an increased electric field strength drives the particle with higher
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Figure 5: Scaling plots for different frequencies for varying applied voltage: 5(a) 100V, 5(b)
200V and 5(c) 300V. Diameter is kept fixed at 20 µm.
velocity, which itself magnifies the Magnus force. It is also observed that as frequency increases,
DEP force continuously increases whereas the Magnus force increases to some extend and then
begins to reduce. This is essentially due to the imaginary part of the eqn. 2.2 that shows a
similar up-down trend with change in frequency( 6(a)). Likewise, it affects the electro-rotation
magnitude, angular velocity and eventually the Magnus force. To provide additional evidence
for the behavior of angular velocity in different frequencies, figure 6(b) is provided. As seen,
the angular velocity peaks at frequency equal to 10 KHz for different voltages.

The characteristic feature of figures 5(a)-5(c) is the negligibility of Magnus force and inertia
compared to DEP. In particular, Magnus force progressively disappears when the voltage is
reduced. However, it should be noted that Magnus force acts perpendicular to the DEP force
direction. In other words, such relatively smaller force perpendicular to the larger DEP force
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Figure 6: Left: Real and imaginary parts components of Clausius-Mossotti factor versus frequency. Right: Angular velocity as a function of frequency plotted for various voltages. Diameter is kept fixed at 20µm.
might cause the sphere to curve away from its principal path. This is more closely studied in
figures 7(a)-7(c), in which the trajectories of the particle for different voltages and frequencies
are illustrated. As expected, the deviation from the original path is negligible for the small
voltage of 40 V. However, for voltages as high as 300 V, the displacement in t direction can
become larger up to 10% of the total displacement.

The influence of the cell size on the magnus effect is also investigated (figure 4). In general,
all of the acting forces in the studied example directly depend on diameter. Specifically, the
Magnus force and drag force that dominate in t-direction, vary at different rates by the diameter
change. Namely, Magnus force is proportional to a3 , whereas the drag force is proportional to a.
This leads to a greater ampilification in Magnus force compared to the drag force by increased
diameter, and consequently a greater deviation from the original path.
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Figure 7: Trajectory plots for different frequencies for varying applied voltage: 7(a) 40V, 7(b)
200V and 7(c) 300V. The horizontal and vertical axes represent the displacement in along r and
t directions, respectively.
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5

Conclusions and future work

The work presented here discusses the role of Magnus effect to characterize the dynamics of
rotating spherical particles in an electrical field. We are able to identify the speeding-up,
slowing-down or stopping of the rotation as a function of frequency in the model electrode
configuration. This effects are studied for a dielectrophoresis system which is of interest in many
practical applications and deals with single and emsemble of biological cells for manipulation
and separation. The authors propose this explanation by identifying the crucial factors in the
dynamics of a cell’s motion using a simplified electrode geometry. This is also an attempt
to provide a sound understanding of the preferential motion of cells in complicated channels
at a micro-scale. These channels are designed for various applications which have specific
requirements for cell isolation and the dielectrophoresis forces are coupled with the geometry
due to changing form of electric field.
We hope to present this work as a communication to the electrophoresis community to fill
up a gap in theoretical explanation of the cell’s rotation. We also plan to extend these ideas in
to a project in contactless dielectrophoresis with our supervisor and a post-doc with him.
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